The similarity of the visible and dark matter abundances indicates that they may originate via the same mechanism. If both the dark and the visible matter are charged under a generalized baryon number which remains always conserved, then the asymmetry of the visible sector may be compensated by an asymmetry in the dark sector. We show how the separation of baryonic and antibaryonic charge can originate in the vacuum, via the Affleck-Dine mechanism, due to the breaking of a symmetry orthogonal to the baryon number. Symmetry restoration in the current epoch guarantees the individual stability of the two sectors.
I. INTRODUCTION
The energy content of our universe today is a fossil of the processes that took place at its early stages. About 5% of our universe consists of visible matter, while 23% consists of dark matter (DM). The relic abundance of either of these components requires physics beyond what has currently been established.
The density of visible matter today is determined by a baryon asymmetry, an excess of particles over antiparticles, that was established in the early universe. It may be quantified by the current baryon-to-entropy ratio η(B) ≡ [n(B) − n(B)]/s ≃ 10 −10 . This asymmetry persists because the (unknown) baryon number violating processes that gave rise to it have become ineffective in the low-energy late universe.
It is possible that the DM density today is also determined by a DM particle/antiparticle asymmetry. Indeed, the similar densities of the visible and the dark matter suggest a common origin. If the abundances resulted from unrelated mechanisms, they would depend on different parameters, and be expected, generically, to vary greatly. In this paper, we outline a new mechanism which relates the relic densities of the two matter components of the universe. We shall thus call it pangenesis 1 . In this mechanism, the two sectors are charged under a generalisation of baryon number, which remains conserved, while they develop compensating asymmetries. The possibility of a baryon-symmetric universe has been studied in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Here we employ a different technique, the Affleck-Dine (AD) mechanism [14, 15] , for the separation of the baryon-antibaryon number, which befits a different cosmology.
The separation of baryon and antibaryon number into two sectors necessitates a particular symmetry structure.
Each sector is stabilised at low energies by an unbroken abelian symmetry: this can be the anomaly-free (B − L) 1 for the visible sector, and B 2 for the dark-sector. We define the linearly independent charges B − L and X
with symmetry generators T B−L , T X respectively. B − L remains always conserved, while X breaks at some highenergy scale. If the X-violating interactions occur out of thermal equilibrium and while CP violation is in effect, a net X charge will be created. A non-zero X and a vanishing B − L allots a net charge
to the two sectors, thus relating the number densities of the visible baryonic and dark antibaryonic matter (provided that any fields carrying both (B − L) 1 and B 2 have negligible relic density, due to e.g. decay, or thermal suppression). In the scenario we present here, a net X number arises via the AD mechanism. In the AD mechanism, the oscillations of a scalar condensate can give rise to coherent production of a net charge if a symmetry is explicitly broken. This process is not coupled to the thermal history of the universe, and can successfully generate an asymmetry even if the energy scale of the symmetry violation was never accessible by the thermal bath. Condensates arise quite generically in cosmological models, and in particular in the context of supersymmetry, which is a leading candidate for physics beyond the standard model (SM). The AD scenario is thus regarded as one of the most plausible asymmetrygeneration mechanisms [16, 17] . Here we show how in extensions of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM), it can separate the baryonic and antibaryonic charge.
Other scenarios in which both the dark and the visible matter arise via the AD mechanism have been studied in Refs. [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Models in which the DM shares the asymmetry of the visible matter have also been developed in Refs. . They differ from pangenesis in the symmetry structure and/or the asymmetry-generation mechanism.
II. THE MECHANISM
The effectiveness of the AD mechanism relies on the existence of flat directions (FDs) in the scalar potential [14] [15] [16] [17] . The continuous degeneracy of the vacuum along a FD allows the scalar field to pick up a large vacuum expectation value (VEV) in the early universe. A large VEV amplifies the effect of small symmetry-violating terms that arise at higher orders along the FD, and can lead to an appreciable asymmetry generation. FDs occur generically in susy models.
Pangenesis occurs along FDs with Here, we will present in some detail the pangenesis mechanism along field directions with T B−L φ = 0 and D X = 0. We shall explore the other possibilities elsewhere.
III. A MODEL OF PANGENESIS
We introduce three SM gauge-singlet chiral superfields, Φ j = (φ j , ψ j , F j ) where j = 0, 1, 2, and their vectorlike partnersΦ j = (φ j ,ψ j ,F j ), with the baryonic charge assignments presented in Table I . At the renormalizable level, we require that both B − L and X are conserved. The superpotential terms involving the new fields are
The scalar components φ j ,φ * j for each j mass-mix (due to susy-breaking mass contributions) to produce six complex scalar mass eigenstates. The fermionic components form three Dirac fermions Ψ The masses are such that Φ 0 ,Φ 0 decay into visible and dark sector fields, Φ 1 ,Φ 1 decay into MSSM particles, and Φ 2 ,Φ 2 possibly decay into other dark-sector particles.
The directions in the scalar potential parametrized by φ 0 andφ 0 (with φ 1,2 =φ 1,2 = 0) are flat, up to terms of positive mass dimension. Such terms are also generated by susy breaking, and do not destroy the flatness of the potential, since they are suppressed by factors of the mass parameter over the field VEV, where the latter can be quite large in the early universe. The φ 0 ,φ 0 directions carry X number. In pangenesis, a φ 0 ,φ 0 condensate results from a 2nd-order phase transition in the early universe, and develops a net X-charge due to X-violating terms suppressed by a large scale. The subsequent Xconserving decay or evaporation of the condensate transfers the X charge into the visible and dark sectors, each of which acquires a baryonic asymmetry as per Eq. (2).
Since Φ 0 ,Φ 0 do not have renormalizable couplings to the MSSM fields, the MSSM flat directions can in principle be operational simultaneously. If AD baryogenesis were implemented successfully along a (B − L) 1 -charged FD of the MSSM, the correlation between the visible and dark sector asymmetries would be destroyed. Gauging B − L precludes this possibility. Alternatively, assuming minimal Kähler potential for the MSSM fields prevents the latter from acquiring large VEVs.
The potential arising from Eq. (3) has two more pairs of FDs, parametrized by φ 1 ,φ 1 and by φ 2 ,φ 2 . These FDs cannot be operational simultaneously with φ 0 ,φ 0 due to the F-terms in the superpotential. The singling out of the φ 0 ,φ 0 FDs in the early universe can be similarly argued on the basis of choosing a minimal Kähler potential along the φ 1 ,φ 1 , φ 2 ,φ 2 directions, and/or gauging B − L.
The FDs of susy models are typically lifted by nonrenormalizable terms in the superpotential, and by susy breaking. At the non-renormalizable level, we impose no global symmetries. The superpotential terms which contribute to lowest order across the φ 0 ,φ 0 plane, are
with j = 0, 1, 2 and k = 0, 1, 2, 3. M is the scale of new physics, usually assumed to be close to or at the Planck scale. Equation (4) includes X-violating contributions. Susy breaking is expected to arise from the hidden sector, and due to the finite energy density of the universe. Including susy and susy-breaking terms, the scalar po-tential on the φ 0 ,φ 0 flat manifold is
where H is the Hubble constant.
In (3)) with the dilute thermal bath of temperature T ≈ T 2 R H(t)M P 1/4 , present after inflation but before reheating is completed at temperature T R . Moreover, the vacuum energy density induces masssquared contributions for φ 0 ,φ 0 which can be negative, of order −cH 2 with c ∼ O(1), if the coupling of the scalars to the inflaton is non-minimal. The negative mass terms dominate in the early universe, and ensure that the fields along the FDs acquire large VEVs.
The susy-breaking A-terms induced by the hidden sector and the vacuum energy density are of order A m δW nr and (aH + f H 2 /M ) δW nr respectively, where A, a, f are complex coefficients of O(1). These terms are typically responsible for the generation of a net charge in the condensate. They violate explicitly the U (1) symmetry (here, the X number) carried by the condensate fields at low energies. The phase differences between the various contributions are sources of CP violation.
The sextic terms of Eq.(5) result from the nonrenormalizable terms in Eq. (4), and stabilize the potential at high VEVs. They have relative phases, which can induce CP violation, even immediately after inflation. This is typical in the multifield AD mechanism, and can enhance the asymmetry generated in the condensate [72] [73] [74] , which may be otherwise suppressed by thermal effects [75] [76] [77] .
Following previous analyses [72, 73] , we estimate the X-charge-to-entropy ratio generated
where δ is the effective CP-violating phase, and λ stands for the scale of the smallest coupling in Eq. (5). This asymmetry is generated during inflaton oscillations, when the energy density of the universe redshifts as R −3 . The AD condensate also oscillates coherently, and redshifts at the same rate. η(X) will remain frozen, if the condensate does not decay or evaporate into radiation before reheating.
Evaporation occurs due to elastic scattering of relativistic particles off the condensate. The scattering cross section for each scalar φ j ,φ j is σ s = κ 4 /32πm 0 E j , where we tookκ ∼ κ. The mass m 0 of φ 0 ,φ 0 is dominated by the thermal contribution ∝ κT till quite later after reheating. The scattering of fermions on the condensate is subdominant. The condensate does not evaporate before reheating if κ,κ < 10 −2 T R /10 9 GeV 1/3 .
The φ 0 ,φ 0 particles decay, partitioning X into the two sectors. The decay is dominantly into fermions, with rate Γ 0 ≃ κ 2 m 0 /16π. This places their decay temperature, T 0 ≈ 10 6 GeV κ/10 −3 (m 0 /1 TeV) 1/2 , comfortably after reheating and before the freeze-out of sphaleron transitions. The latter is important if the condensate couples to the MSSM fields only leptonically, as we shall see is the case with the model presented here. The AD condensate may also fragment into Q-balls [18] . While their formation and stability is model dependent, any Q-balls formed can be arranged to decay before the sphaleron and the LSP freeze-out by choosing µ 0 (which increases the curvature of the potential along the FDs) to be sufficiently large.
The Ψ 0 fermions are R-parity odd particles. If µ 0 is of the order of the susy-breaking masses or higher, they can decay at rate Γ(Ψ 0 ) ≃ κ 2 µ 0 /4π, before the sphaleron freeze-out. For lower values of µ 0 , the Ψ 0 fermions can decay provided that R-parity is broken (see Sec. III B).
A. The visible sector
The only gauge-invariant renormalizable coupling of Φ 1 ,Φ 1 to MSSM fields is
Φ 1 couples as a right-handed neutrino superfield, but one linear combination of ν and Ψ 1 remains massless. After the electroweak phase transition, the mixing of Ψ 1 with ν is θ 
10
−4 for masses of a few GeV or higher [78] , if y 1 < 10 −3 (µ 1 /10 GeV). The Φ 1 fields communicate the (B − L) 1 asymmetry to the MSSM, as a net lepton number. Sphalerons reprocess the latter into a baryon number B 1 = α(B − L) 1 , with α ≈ 0.3, provided that the Φ 1 components decay into or equilibrate with the visible sector before the sphaleron freeze-out. The φ 1 ,φ 1 scalars, and also the Ψ 1 fermion for µ 1 m, decay in time if y 1 10 −7 . In addition, the Ψ 1 particles thermalize for y 1 10 −7 (µ 1 /10 GeV) 1/2 [78] .
B. The dark sector
Equation (2) relates the relic number densities of the visible and the dark sectors only if the symmetric part of DM is efficiently annihilated. If DM thermalizes, the DM annihilation cross section needs to exceed the canonical value for symmetric thermal DM by a factor of a few [69] .
The prospects for annihilation into SM states are thus severely limited, as such an interaction would have to be comparable or stronger than the weak force [79, 80] . In particular, a gauged B − L cannot efficiently annihilate the symmetric part of DM.
This suggests the existence of a dark interaction that compels DM to annihilate primarily into dark-sector radiation. Constraints on the relativistic energy density present at the time of big-bang nucleosynthesis are satisfied if the dark sector decouples early and evolves at a lower temperature than the visible sector, due to larger entropy release and reheating in the latter.
If the annihilation of DM proceeds via a dark Yukawa coupling, then DM need not carry any gauge charges, and can simply be the Ψ 2 fermion. If the DM annihilates via a vector interaction, though, some other B 2 -charged particle has to play the role of DM. In either case, the minimal extension of the MSSM described by Eqs. (3) and (7) has to be further augmented to accommodate the above. Here we do not introduce any specific darksector couplings, as the possibilities are unlimited. We will only make some model-independent remarks.
The prediction of the DM mass is generic in models in which the asymmetric part dominates. In pangenesis
where Ω DM ≃ 0.23 and Ω VM ≃ 0.046 [81] . The above value can vary by a factor of a few in different implementations of the mechanism. This depends on the B 2 charge of the DM particles, q DM , on whether the baryonic asymmetry is inherited to the MSSM fields before or after the sphaleron freeze-out, and possibly on similar dark-sector effects.
In the context of pangenesis, the LSP, the generic susy DM candidate, can be rendered unstable by breaking Rparity while maintaining baryon triality to ensure proton stability. Even in the presence of R-parity, pangenesis can be considered complementary to models in which the LSP is mostly higgsino or wino and its thermal relic density is not sufficient to account for the entirety of DM. This may also be the case if the LSP belongs to the dark sector, annihilates sufficiently strongly via a dark force and/or is sufficiently light.
IV. DIRECT DETECTION OF DARK MATTER AND COLLIDER SIGNALS
Models with gauged B − L provide enhanced prospects for DM direct detection and collider signals. The spinindependent scattering cross section of B 2 -charged DM, per nucleon, via Z ′ B−L exchange, can be as high as
where . (10) This can account for the light DM regions favored by DAMA and CoGeNT [83, 84] . However, the above estimate can vary by several orders, and comfortably satisfy constraints from XENON100 [85] and CRESST [86] .
The kinetic mixing of a U (1)
dark force with U (1) Y can be probed in current fixed target experiments [82] .
V. CONCLUSIONS
The mechanism of pangenesis employs the Affleck-Dine scenario to explain the observed similarities of the visible and dark matter densities in the context of a universe with a generalized B or B − L number equal to zero. We examined one explicit realization, but expect many variations to be possible. Besides supersymmetry, which is typically necessary for the AD mechanism, evidence in favor of pangenesis would include a DM particle of mass O(10) GeV (already favored by DAMA and CoGeNT), and the likely existence of a Z ′ boson coupling to standard B − L in the visible sector but with an invisible width driven by decays into dark sector species. The necessity to annihilate the symmetric part of the DM also motivates the presence of a dark U (1)
′ gauge interaction that kinetically mixes with the SM hypercharge. Both the B − L and the dark U (1) ′ gauge forces enhance the prospects for DM direct detection.
